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Three things generate element level forces:

Concentrated force:1.
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Distributed load for element 2:2.

The force from essential BC3.
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How to calculate reaction forces?
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- We have balance of loads
- Nodal displacements, rotations, etc. (unknowns) 

will become zero.

For a distributed force if we apply the negative of load 
values on nodes ->
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After the solution for each element we need to calculate 

Which is the negative of equivalent force of the element 
and apply it on element nodes.
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Finite element coding project:

What are the inputs to a finite element code:

In plots for theta, M, V we see that for every new 
differentiation the errors get more pronounces. The 
reason is that by differentiation the order of polynomial 
extrapolation of a given field decreases by one.
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By default all dofs are free => we only need to specify 
prescribed dofs and their values (even if the value is 
zero).

• Material and section propertied (A, E, I, …)

Object oriented FE design:

Data members
Functions

Identify what the objects are and for each one what 
are their 
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- Number of element dofs 
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This map is used for assembly as usual.

Physics for this problem: solid mechanics and thermal mechanics
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Physics for this problem: solid mechanics and thermal mechanics

----
Besides members we need to have functions for each object.

PhyElement.h

class PhyElement
{
…
int id;
int neNodes; // # element nodes
vector<int> eNodes; // element node vector
vector <PhyNode*> eNodePtrs; 
int nedof; // # element dof
VECTOR edofs; // element dofs
vector<int> dofMap;
ElementType eType;
int matID;
MATRIX ke; // element stiffness matrix
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MATRIX ke; // element stiffness matrix
VECTOR foe; // element force vector from all sources 
other than essential BC
VECTOR fde; // element essential BC force
VECTOR fee; // all element forces

Members discussed above.

-----

Functions:

An abstract element class does not have any implementation for stiff calculation:

// Step 10: Compute element sti
ness/force (ke, foe (fre: source term; fNe: Neumann BC))
virtual void Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force() = 0;

Subclasses of element, e.g. bar, frames, …, have 
implementation of stiffness

CFEM\PhyElementBar.h
class PhyElementBar : public PhyElement
…
virtual void Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force();

void PhyElementBar::Calculate_ElementStiffness_Force()

// compute stiffness matrix:
ke.resize(2, 2);
double factor = A * E / L;
ke(0, 0) = ke(1, 1) = factor;

{
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ke.resize(2, 2);
double factor = A * E / L;
ke(0, 0) = ke(1, 1) = factor;
ke(1, 0) = ke(0, 1) = -factor;

}

----------------------
Examples of non-virtual functions

They have the same implementation for all possible 
derived classes (e.g. here bar, frame, … ) elements.

Essential boundary condition force is always 

Same implementation for all the elements:
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